This summer the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Laboratory in Laurel, MD will be hiring an IH/EHS/Safety intern to work as part of the Environmental Health and Safety Group. We will begin reviewing resumes and scheduling interviews on a rolling basis until the position is filled.

Feel free to contact me directly if you have any questions about the internship position or its potential fit with your program’s academic requirements. We can be flexible with some of the summer tasking based on the strengths and interests of the candidate and their academic program requirements. In addition, the start and completion dates can be adjusted. However, because of the nature of our work and our internal policies for intern placement, we cannot be flexible about any of the requirements listed in the position description (i.e. citizenship, GPA, graduation date).

Thanks,
Dan

________________________________________________________________________
Daniel H. Anna, PhD, CIH, CSP
Sr. Industrial Hygienist
Assistant Group Supervisor, Environmental Health & Safety
Johns Hopkins University – Applied Physics Laboratory
11100 Johns Hopkins Road
Laurel, MD 20723-6099
240-228-1980 (Office)
240-299-8749 (Cell)

A full-time, paid summer internship position is available with the Environmental/Health/Safety Group at the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory (APL).

The intern’s projects and responsibilities will include conducting IH sampling in chemical use areas; developing auditing protocols to combine biological, chemical, radiological and safety assessments; evaluating and updating EHS related training programs; conducting EHS training modules; conducting IAQ assessments; participating in routine facility audits; analyzing audit findings for trends; providing EHS support to internal research programs; and other projects as assigned. Appropriate guidance, direction and support will be provided by EHS professionals, including a certified industrial hygienist (CIH), certified safety professional (CSP), and certified health physicist (CHP), to ensure successful completion of assigned projects and activities.

There are three very strict requirements that you must meet to be considered for this internship:

1. You must be a U.S. citizen.
2. You must have an overall GPA of at least 3.0/4.0.
3. You must be considered a student through August 2018 (i.e., you cannot be graduated before August 2017).

APL is located in Laurel, MD, near the I-95 corridor between Baltimore and Washington, DC. Go to www.jhuapl.edu for additional information about APL.

Please contact Dan Anna (dan.anna@jhuapl.edu) if you have any questions. If interested in being considered for the position, please forward a current resume. Review of resumes will continue until the position is filled.